Properties of the pyramidal tract neuron system within the precentral wrist and hand area of primate motor cortex.
1. To obtain basic anatomical data that will be useful in interpreting the results of studies of primate pyramidal tract neurons (PTNs), extracellular, single-unit recording techniques were used to determine a number of the properties of the PTN population within the electrically defined, precentral wrist zone of the monkey's motor cortex. 2. Recordings were obtained from a total of 1,375 antidromically identified PT and corticospinal tract (CST) cells. A mathematical model was then used to correct the statistics of the sample for variations in the probability of unit detection, which arise from variations in neuronal size and extracellular field dimensions. 3. Both the experimentally observed and theoretically corrected results suggest that the PT projection from this cortical zone is derived principally from slowly conducting, and presumably small to medium-sized cells (an estimated 85% of the resident PTN population). 4. Both the fast and slow cell subpopulations were found to be concentrated within cortical layer V, where they tend to congregate in small, mixed clusters of 2 to 5 neurons. Estimates of the total packing density of PTNs within layer V of this cortical zone suggest that they account for only 10-20% of the neurons within this major efferent layer. 5. 70% of the slow and 82% of the fast PT neurons within this cortical area were found to send their axons into the contralateral, lateral corticospinal tract. Thus, in futur functional studies of PTNs in this cortical area, it can be assumed that three of every four neurons will in fact influence segmental cells of one category or another directly. 6. Extensive data are also presented on the incidence of axon collateral branching from PT and CST cells to the red nucleus, the medial medullary reticular formation and the cuneate nucleus. 7. Some general implications of these findings for the design of future functional studies of anatomically identified motor cortex cell systems are then discussed.